Enhanced Personal Statement for UG and PG Applicants (with an excessive gap in study)

De Montfort University’s commitment to ensuring an individual’s genuininess is a sponsor commitment that applies at all times and any future CAS issuance may also be dependent upon the applicant satisfying DMU that he/she is a genuine student and could be reasonably expected to be successful in a future UKVI interview.

The DMU acceptable gap for Undergraduate study is 2 years
The DMU acceptable gap for Postgraduate study is 5 years

Dear Applicant

As your education history exceeds the permitted gap in studies before we can consider progressing your application to the next stage, please provide detailed answers to the questions below:

Full Name:  
Student ID:  

Q1. Why, at this stage does you wish to re-join education?  
Answer:  

Q2. How is this programme going to support with your career aspirations/post study plans?  
Answer:  

Q3. If you’ve studied at this level previously, what is the reason for study at the same level again?  
Answer:  

Q4. What evidence do you have of working towards this formal qualification prior to now expressing an interest in it? Any professional courses?  
Answer:  

Q5. Why are you leaving a steady income to resume study – what financial commitments do you have currently and how will you manage this while taking time out of employment to study, without a guarantee of future employment?  
Answer:  

Q6. What job/business are you looking to do and what evidence do you have that achieving this qualification will enable you to be able to progress to that?  
Answer:  

Q7. Do you have any commitment from a prospective employer, who you have researched and would like to work for, that you will have opportunities at their organisation post study, and do they support this study?  
Answer:  
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